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Vilhelm Hammershøi's (1864-1916)
painting "Sunbeams or Sunshine. Dust
Motes Dancing in the Sunbeams"

01 | ABSTRACT

SCULPTING TIME IN ARCHITECTURE
In architecture, we dwell in time as much as in
space. As there is a geometry in space, so there is a
psychology in time. The spatial narrative refers to a plot
involved in the space design, also to the construction
of the space, the arrangement of order relationship
results in the effective content of space. The core
of spatial narrative is to create the space order. The
spatial narrative contains a mental world, in which the
experienced, remembered and imagined, as well as
the past, present, and future is inseparably intermixed.
Architecture is not only enfolded by the eye and touch, but
identifies with our own body and existential experience.
Architecture needs to include the “geology” of material
and the “archaeology” of humanity. The “geology” of
material means the layering of contents, chronology,
and environmental situations. The “archaeology”
of humanity means the migration, occupancy,
abandonment, deconstruction, and resurrection of life.
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The empty room
A collage image by author
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THE PRESENCE
AND ABSENCE OF
THE BODY
We have lived in this
world, there is nothing,
only a real existence.
The consciousness of
self –existence is the
action
of
inhabiting
space. Among many
things, the architecture
is one of the greatest
power of integration for
body, memories, and
dreams of mankind. Our
body identify the place,
space, a moment, all
of these real senses
become part of our body
and consciousness. And
the experience of place
returns the experience to
ourselves.
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Architecture, body, motion, trace
A drawing by author
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THE EMBODIMENT OF
MEMORY
Architecture is a storage house for our
body memory and time. Many times
we have forgotten what we once saw,
but our body still remembers. The art
of construction can slow down, pause,
reverse, or speed up our perception
of time. We constructed space and
space forms us. In the dialectical
relationship of architecture and people,
architecture is a materialized expression
of mental space, and our mental space
itself structured by our architecture.
Ultimately, our body and mind will dwell
in the empty space.
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A house for an artist at Brooklyn
Architectural drawing by author
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THE MEANING OF A PLACE
From object to space.
From space to place.
From place to time.
From time to existence.
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A interpretation of Edward Hopper
Street, room, bed, and window
A collage drawing by author
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A corner of a Japanese jewelry box
Photo by author

THE MATERIAL/ TECTONIC
LANGUAGE OF A SPACE
“All this made of the church for me something
entirely different from the rest of the town –
an edifice occupying, so to speak, a four dimensional space – the name of the fourth
being time – extending through the centuries
its ancient nave, which, bay after bay, chapel
after chapel, seemed to stretch across and
conquer not merely a few yards of soil –
but each successive epoch from which it
emerged.”
__In Search of Lost Time / Marcel Proust
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"The box man"
An installation of time, space, place.
The "front face" of the installation
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"The box man"
An installation of time, space, place.
The "back" of the installation
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Next page
"The box man"
An installation of time, space, place.
The detail parts of "front face"
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"THE BOX MAN"
METHOD OF WORK
1, to work on the site: the
bounded situation. To
discover a metaphysical
link between the site and
space by which architecture
borrows and absorbs
conditions around it.
2, to juxtapose the old
and the new things.
Finding existing objects
that inspire by their
stories, craftsmanship,
and aesthetic qualities.
To analysis the objects,
then disassembling them
reconstruct them with new
elements. The objects
transform into a new life
because of the intervention
of newly built elements.
3, to employ natural and
artificial lighting. Natural
light gives buildings life
and a sense of time. More
importantly, natural light
is one of great accessible
resource, which brings
architecture energy and
beauty. Artificial lighting can
also deeply mark and define
how people perceive space.
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Next page
"The box man"
An installation of time, space, place.
The detail parts of "back"

4, to engage different
scales. Thinking macro to
micro, architecture needs
to echo the urban scale as
well as the detail scale.
5, to invite people’s
interaction and bodily
movements with space.
Architecture has great
a capacity to form body
memory. Being attentive to
the sense of touch, thermal
temperature, atmosphere,
and creating a “state of
mind”.
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The moment of encounter
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The time recorder

THE "HOUSE" OF TIME
Among many architectures, the house is one
of the greatest power of integration for body,
memories, and dreams of mankind. Our body
identify the place, space, a moment, all of
these real senses become part of our body
and consciousness. The experience of place
returns the experience to ourselves.
" our house is our corner of the world. ...it
is our first universe, a real cosmos in every
sense of the word. "
__The Poetics of Space / Gaston Bachelard
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The analysis of interior curved space
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| 014
The model of interior curved space

Instead of resisting time, architect willing to embrace it, using
material, space, ritual events and opportunities for participation to
connect people to changes in their natural and social environment.
The spirit of the place is not only enfolded by the eye but identified
with our touch, body movement and existential experience. Time
and place are tangling by creating a place for people to hear the
sounds of children, see the weather change, join a neighborhood
festival, or observe the decay of wood.
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The analysis of site
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The mixed of new and old

AN EMPIRICAL PHENOMENOLOGICAL
APPROACH TO ARCHITECTURE
Toward the issues of place and time, there are
many different attitudes. In my thesis study,
I use the tectonic architectural and empirical
phenomenological approach to re-making,
re-thinking the site and time. Tectonics is a
way of making environment whereby use,
structure, and experience are explicitly related
to the materialization and the making of the built
environment. The way to construct the site can
transform the landscape and architecture.
The architecture project is a cultural facility
proposal for community neighborhood. This
project aims to test the idea of intertwine
time and episodic space. This project is an
extension building of John Brown Museum
House; it has multi-space usage like the gallery,
workshop, open air theater, artist house, library,
auditorium, and memorial for slave trading. The
line architecture form is interlocking with the
landscape and old House; space formed by
body movement, existing trees, and interior of
the old museum. Visitor start from old entrance
get the underground level, along with the
sequence of space- body movement visitor
gradually meander back to the second level of
the old house. They finish or continue the entire
loop from the center of the interior space.
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The ground floor plan
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The section cut
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The second floor plan
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The section cut
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The spatial sequence perspective renderings
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The physical model detail
intertwining space
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The physical model detail
intertwining space
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The physical model detail
intertwining space
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"

AN COLLAGE BOOK OF IMAGINING
THE TACTILITY SPACE
The on-going collage book is an exercise of
material and the elements relationship. The
phenomena of materials reveal the work of
architecture: a building in brick, in stone, in
glass and metal, in wood, in plastic, in metal,
has a very distinct and different presence in the
light. Materiality speaks to our sense in a very
direct way: through sight, sound, smell, touch,
and behavior of the time. We recognize trough
perception the inner nature of materials, and
experience of time.
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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Tarkovsky's buildings evoke a
melancholic dimension of time and
a tender memory of homecoming.
Tarkovsky's time has lost its
absoluteness and linearity, time is
present as an unfocused longing
and patina of remembrance. A
central theme of his films is the
simultaneous longing for home and
the impossibility of homecoming.
As
Tarkovsky
acknowledges,
his films reflect a characteristic
Russian longing for home, but
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they also express the frustration
of a citizen of the communist state
as his/her home has turned into a
solitary confinement. According to
Bachelard, home is a place where
one can dream in peace,33 but as
fear penetrates the space of home,
the experience of home becomes a
mental impossibility. But Tarkovsky
describes the loss of home on a
more general level; modern man has
abandoned his home and is forever
on a journey towards an unattainable

utopia. The homelessness of
the modern man has even a
metaphysical dimension; a godless
man is fundamentally a traveller
without a destination, without an
ultimate spiritual home. Buildings are
monuments and road signs on this
journey of distancing, alienation and
outsideness.
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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The reconstruction of film " Nostalgia"
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The construction of "line" and "surface"
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IN SEARCH FOR THE PLACE
AND TIME
John Dewey, the visionary American
philosopher (1859-1952), who already
eight decades ago grasped the immediate,
embodied, emotive, and subconscious
essence of experience, articulates
the nature ofthis existential encounter
followingly:
the total overwhelming impression comes
first, perhaps in a seizure by a sudden glory
of the landscape, or by the effect upon
us of entrance into a cathedral when dim
light, incense, stained glass and majestic
proportions fuse in one indistinguishable
whole. We say with truth that a painting
strikes us. There is an impact that precedes
all definite recognition of what it is about.
THE FRIST ANCHORING IN SITE
Working in nature environment, using the
strings and a piece of fabric to "occupy" space.
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The stone drawings
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THE SECOND ANCHORING IN SITE
Tracing the edges, Tracing the sun shadow.
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The "room" drawings
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THE THIRD ANCHORING IN SITE
The incremental and continuous change of
dynamic space in a "room".
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The two configurations of urban space
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The sketch of urban and architecture space
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The sketch of urban and architecture space
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The sketch of urban and architecture space
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The sketch of urban and architecture space
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The urban scale intervention
The city of Tallinn between the old and new urban space
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The sketch of urban layering
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Return home
The process of going home is meaning in itself.
Personal life is intertwined with the story of a city.
Home is back to the city
A virtual city
A decadent city
Half in the demolition of half in the building of the
city
An archaeological scene
A time of mosaic
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The architectural spatial fragments
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SPATIAL NARRATIVE FROM
INSIDE OUT
Architecture exists, like cinema, in the
dimension of time and movement. One
conceives and reads a building in terms of
sequences. To erect a building is to predict
and seek effects of contrast and linkage
through which one passes. In the continuous
shot/sequence that a building is, the architect
works with cuts and edits, framings and
openings. I like to work with a depth of field,
reading space in terms of its thickness,
hence the superimposition of different
screens, planes legible from obligatory joints
of passage which are to be found in all my
buildings (...).
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The architectural spatial fragments
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The architectural spatial fragments
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The block scale intervention
The city of Tallinn between the old and new urban space
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The axonometric of architectural layering
A hybrid architecture of house, hotel, church and landscape
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SPATIAL NARRATIVE FROM
OUTSIDE IN
I am interested in the ways cinema
constructs spaces in the mind, creates
mindspaces, reflecting thus the inherent
ephemeral architecture of human mind,
thought and emotion. The mental task
of buildings and cities is to structure our
beingintheworld and to articulate the
surface between the experiencing self
and the world.

A HYBRID ARCHITECTURE OF HOUSE,
HOTEL, CHURCH, AND LANDSCAPE.
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The architectural plan
A hybrid architecture of house, hotel, church and landscape
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The architectural section
The concept of a "jewelry box"
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The architectural section
The concept of a "jewelry box"
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The carved out ground
The concept of "Thick wall chamber"
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The carved out ground
The concept of "Thick wall chamber"
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The study model test different approach of spatial organization
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The architectural model
The translucent, transparent and solid
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The architectural model
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The revealing model
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The architectural model
The translucent, transparent and solid
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The architectural section model
From outside- in
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The architectural model of rooms
From insde- out
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The architectural model
From outside- in and insde- out
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The architectural model | The church space
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The architectural model of rooms
Inside of the church space
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The architectural model | The void space
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The architectural model
The in-between space
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The architectural model | The skin
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The architectural model | The void space
|
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The architectural model
The in-between space
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The architectural model | The excavation of ground
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The architectural model | The void space
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The architectural model
The in-between space
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The architectural panorama rendering from the "void" space
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The architectural panorama rendering from the "void" space
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The architectural panorama rendering from the "void" space
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The volume of light from the "void" space
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The volume of light from the "void" space
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In his seminal essay 'The Work of Art
in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction'
Walter Benjamin gives a provocative
metaphor: he compares the painter to
the magician and the cameraman to
the surgeon. The magician operates
at a distinct distance from the patient
whereas the surgeon penetrates into his/
her very interior. The magician/painter
creates a complete integrated entity
whereas the surgeon/cameraman's work
is engaged in fragments. Benjamin's
metaphor can be reversed to illustrate
the difference between the film director
and the architect. The film director is the
magician who evokes a lived situation
from a distance through the illusory
narrative of projected images, whereas
the architect operates with the physical
reality itself in the very intestines of the
building which we inhabit.
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The volume of light from the "void" space
A manual intervention of layering shadow
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The gallery photograph
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The gallery photograph
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The gallery photograph
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The The critics and author
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